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controller from a suite of visual servo controllers. Thus, we are
particularly interested in the specific topic of switched control
systems. This paper represents our 6rst steps in this direction.
We have developed a control system that uses two visual servo
controllers, and we have investigated several switching rules to
arbitrate between them. The two controllers do not rely on the
image Jacobian, and one of them is applicable only for a limited
set of tasks; this further illustrates the strength of the switching
approach. We believe that our results, though quite preliminary,
indicate that our approach is promising.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide a very brief introduction to switched control
I. INTRODUCTION
systems as we use them in our approach. Section III introduces
The dawn of image based visual servo (IBVS) control re- the two visual servo controllers we have selected for our prelimsearch came in the mid-eighties, with the introductionof the im- inary investigations. Section IV presents the methods that we
age Jacobian matrix [l, 21. IBVS proved to be computationally use to switch between these controllers. The performance of the
efficient as well as robust with respect to to calibration and sig- system are presented in V. Finally, possible directions of future
nal errors, ideal for tasks involving interaction with a dynamic research are discussed in Section VI.
environment such as object tracking or positioning a robot tool
11. SWITCHED
SYSTEMS
in an uncertain environment.
For the next several years, researchers proposed a variety of
The theory of hybrid dynamical systems, i.e., systems that
image-based control systems that relied either explicitly or im- comprise a number of continuous subsystems and a high-level
plicitly on the linearization embodied by the image Jacobian decision maker that switches between them, has received con(e.g., [3,41). During this time, researchers were mostly content siderable attention in the control theory community. In this pato provide local results, and experiments typically involved only per, we are concerned with the specific topic of switched control
small motions of the camera (or robot end effector). More than a systems. In particular, we present a controller that uses a high
decade later Chaumette outlined a number of problems that can- level decision maker to select from two visual servo controllers.
not be solved using the traditional local linearized approaches
In general, a hybrid dynamical system can be represented by
to visual servo control [ 5 ] . This sparked a new wave of research the differentialequation
aimed at finding partitioned control schemes in which certain
x = f&) :U E {LA}
(1)
degrees of freedom are controlled using the image Jacobian linearization while others are controlled using the computer vision
where f,, is a collection of iZ distinct functions. For our pursystem to reconstruct certain aspects of the 3D world [6-91.
poses, it is convenient to explicitly note that the switching beWe recently analyzed the performance of several partitioned
havior directly affects the choice of the control input U
visual servo controllers under a variety of conditions [lo]. As
would be expected, we have found that each of these controllers
= f(z,u,) :Q E {1,2}.
(2)
has its own strengths and weaknesses, and that these are dependent upon many factors, including the amount noise in the imag- In our system, each visual servo controller provides a velocity
ing system, the task specification, and the methods available for screw, U = [T,,
Ty,
T,,w,, wy, wLIT,and a switchingrule determines which is used as the actual control input at each control
estimating the depth to the target.
Motivated by these observations, we have begun to investi- cycle.
The stability of a switched system is not insured by the stagate approaches based on the theory of hybrid dynamical systems, i.e., systems that comprise a set of continuous subsystems bility of the individual controllers. Indeed, a collection of stable
along with a rule that switches between them [ 11,121 The goal systems can become unstable when inappropriately switched,
of our research is to develop a system that uses a supervisory and unstable systems can be made asymptotically stable through
controller to select at each control cycle the most appropriate switching. To insure stability, it must be proved that all switches

Abstract-In the recent past, many researchers have developed control algorithmsfor visual servo applications. In thispape,: we introduce a new switching
approach, in which a high-level decision maker determines which of two lowlevel visual servo controllers should be used at each control cycle. We introduce
two new low-level controllers,one that relies on the homography between initial
and goal images, and one that uses an a f i e transformation to approximate the
motion between initial and goof camera configurations. Since an afine transformation can only approximate a restricted set of camera motions, this choice of
low-level controllers illustrates the strength of the switching approach. We have
evaluated our approach with several simulations. using three candidate switching rules. Although our results are preliminary. we believe that the proposed
method is ver?,promising for visual servo tasks in which there is a signifcant
distance between the initial and goal configurations.
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from one system to another cannot result in an unstable output,
regardless of the time of the switch or the state of the system.
Lyapunov stability of switched systems can be proven under
certain conditions [13,14]. Generally this requires establishing
a common Lyapunov function which works for all systems. Alternately, one can establish a family of Lyapunov functions for
the systems such that at each switch, the value of the function at
the end of that interval is less than the value of the function of
the interval that proceeded it.
In our initial investigations reported here, we have not yet
formally proven the stability of our system. We have, however,
performed extensive empirical evaluations that demonstrate the
efficacy of our approach, and some of these are presented below.

111. Two VISUALSERVOCONTROLLERS

of motions, it is common in many situations, such as aligning
camera with a component on a conveyer belt.
Define P,f, as the calibrated pixel coordinates of two points
in the image plane. Then these points are related by the affine
transformation
f'

= Af+b

in which Ce and Se denote respectively cos 8 and sin 8; f, and
fy are image point coordinates; a, si. and 8 describe the skew,
scale, and rotation respectively; and b is the translation. Both A
and b can be obtained by solving a linear system of equations,
and QR decomposition can then be used to determine a, si, and

At present, we have implemented two controllers (the min- e.
Given a, s i , 8, t,, t, we again have the position and orientaimum required to investigate switching behaviors). The first is
related to controllers developed in [6,8], and relies on computing tion relating the initial and goal camera positions. This cona homography between the initial and goal images. The second troller provides the velocity screw U = k[t,,t,,s2,0,0,8]
approximates the relationship between initial and goal images where IC is a gain constant or matrix. Note that if there is no
by an affine transformation. The trade-offs and the rule used to rotation about the x- or y-axes, we will have s1 = s2.
In general, two images are unlikely to be perfectly related
switch between the two controllers are discussed below in Secby an affine transformation. However, in the absence of signal
tion IV.Here we briefly describe the two controllers.
We denote image feature points by f, feature points in a ho- noise the approximation is often fairly accurate. In our scheme,
mogeneous coordinate system by f and any feature or parameter it is left to the switching rule to determine when it is appropriate
to use this controller.
in the goal image will be designated with an asterisk(*).
A. A Homography-Based Controller

IV. METHODOLOGY
OF SYSTEM
SWITCHING

To date, we have explored three switching rules. The first
The homography method exploits the epipolar constraints between two images of planar feature points. The homography is deterministic, and is based on our evaluation of the performatrix has been used in previously for visual servoing in [6,8] mance of each controller under various conditions. The other
to control a restricted set of degrees of freedom. We however, two switching rules include a nondeterministic element.
use it to gEner$e a control for all degrees of freedom.
A. Comparison of the Two Controllers
Define f', f, as the homogeneous coordinates in two images
The major strength of the homography-based controller in our
of a set of 3D points lying on a plane A. These are related by
system is that it is the only controller capable of handling genp =Hf
(3) eral motions which include rotation about the x- and y-axes. If
the camera motion does not involve such rotations, the two apwhere H is the calibrated homography matrix. As shown in proaches have similar performance. However, in the presence of
[15,16], H can be decomposed as
noise, the affine method is much more accurate. We conducted
a series of Monte Carlo tests in which both systems performed
tnT
H = R(13(4) an identical affine motion under the effects of increasing white
-2-1
noise. The homography-based method typically had an error in
where I3 is a 3 x 3 identity matrix and R and t are the rota- the pose estimation that was fifty times greater than the affine
tion matrix and translation vector, respectively, relating the two approach, and error in the total rotation was almost fifteen times
camera views. The parameter n is the the normal of the plane greater.
A and describes the orientation of A with respect to the current
With regard to speed, the affine approximation controller recamera view; d is the distance from the current camera originlto quires far fewer calculations per iteration. However, both sysT,,T2IT= d t, tems are capable of operating at above the camera frame rate of
the plane R. We calculate the vector T = [T,,
where d^ is an estimate of d. From the rotation matrix R, we ex- 30Hz..
tract the roll, pitch and yaw angles, which we use as w,, wy,wz
to obtain the velocity screw U = k[Tz,Ty,T2,wz,wy,wz]
in B. Introduction of Switching Rules
which IC is a scalar gain constant, or a 6 x 6 gain matrix..
In this section we describe the three switching rules.
Deterministic Switching. The degree to which a camera moB. Afine-Approximation Controller
tion can be approximated by an affine transformation can be deFor camera motions that do not involve rotation about the termined by examining the normal n of the plane A that concamera 2- or y- axes, the initial and goal images will be re- tains the 3D feature points. In particular, if the motion is in fact
lated by an affine transformation. While this is a constrained set affine, then we will have n = [nz,ny,nZlT
= [O,O, 1IT. Our

first switching rule is to use the affine-approximationcontroller halted if the pixel error was reduced below 1 pixel, or had conwhen the value of n, falls below a predetermined threshold.
verged to steady state for ten iterations.
The threshold value is arbitrary, a lower value will force the
system to choose the affine method for larger rotations about the A. Detenniiiistic Switching
x- and y-axes. In general, the affine method can zero the error
Figure 2 shows results for an affine motion involving camfor any motion with a rotation about y or x less then 5", and Fig- era translation along x, y and z, and rotation about the optical
ure l(a) shows that the value of n, is related to the amount of ro- axis with the switching threshold set to 0.99. The top left imtation through an inverse exponential relationship. Signal noise age shows feature point trajectory during visual servoing. Black
adds a random offset to n,, and as seen in Figure l(b), Monte portions are motions induced by the affine method, while cyan
Carlo simulations could discern no clear dependence upon in- portions are induced by the homographic method. The majority
creasing noise variance.
of this motion was performed by the affine method, however the
Random Switching. The previous switching rule captures the system did switch to the homographic method at the very end,
full abilities of the homographic method, but fails to fully utilize indicating that for very small motions the system has trouble acthe benefits of the affine system in the case of noise. Our second curately decomposing the homography matrix. However, very
switching rule is to randomly select, with equal likelihood, one little motion remained be performed, so this switch had no adcontroller at each iteration. Random switching has been used in verse effects. One solution to this non-ideal switch would be to
network control systems to handle task routing [17]. A random include a weighting factor based on the distance to goal.
The upper right graph shows the pixel error for the four feachoice is the simplest decision mechanism, and in a stable hybrid system will result in an averaging of the performance of all ture points; the pixel error is zeroed in just over fifty iterations.
The cyan vertical line indicates a switch to the homographic
systems.
Biased Random Switching. Finally, a compromise can be method after forty iterations, however almost no real motion
struck between the two switching methods. At each iteration was performed after this point. The lower two graphs show the
the &e approximation controller is selected with a probabil- translation in meters and rotations in degrees, again a cyan line
ity that is a monotonic function of n,, since, as noted earlier, a indicates a transition to the homographic method. For the resmaller value for n, indicates that the homographic method is
H@ra VS
more suitable. In fact, n, itself provides a suitable probability
=Jt
to select the affine approximation controller. However, as seen
in Figure l(a), n, decreases very little even for large rotations
about the x- or y-axes. Therefore, we have used an exponential
function of n, to define the probability of selecting the affine approximation controller. Thus, it is increasingly likely to choose
the homographic system as n, decreases, but the random element still allows the system to use the strengths of both systems
in the face of random errors.
Oo

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. n, vs. (a) Degrees of y Rotations, (b)Noise Variance

V. RESULTS
We present the results of several simulated tests of the hybrid
system, using all switching methodologies described in Section
IV. We performed tests for a variety of motion tasks and noise
levels. For the deterministic switching, we tested a range of
threshold values. Simulations were performed for an ideal camera with a 512 x 512 pixel array, with each pixel measuring
lOpmx lOpm and a focal length of 7.8mm. Depth was calculated as the absolute depth, at each iteration, to the feature point
plane, a value known in our simulations. Visual servoing was
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Fig. 2. Pure Affine Motion, Deterministic Switching

sults in Figure 3 a rotation of thirty degrees of the feature point
plane about both the world z- and y-axes is followed by the same
affine motion as for the previous test. This causes a general motion involving all degrees of freedom. Again, the top left image
shows the feature point trajectory; here we see the homographic
method used for the first portion of the motion as indicated by
the cyan lines, with a switch to the affine method when the x and
y rotation have been reduced. The remaining graphs again show
the feature point error and velocities. The vertical black line
shows that the switch to the affine method occurred at about the
twelfth iteration, and causes a slight incongruity in the velocities, though the error remains fairly smooth. For the simulations
illustrated in Figure 4, we used the same affine motion as for
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error, though it takes longer than previous tests, over 75 iterations. The velocities are extremely rough in appearance due to
the noise. To illustrate the effect of the switching threshold, we

Fig. 3. General Motion, DeterministicSwitching

the fist test, but we perturbed the locations of the image feature
points with additive Gaussian white noise with a variance of 0.5
pixels. There are several instances of the system switching to
the homographic method as noise forces the calculated n, below
the threshold value of 0.99. Generally this switch is very brief,
and the general motion is quite similar to the case of Figure 2.
The velocities are sometimes discontinuous when the system is
switched, but the error still converges to zero smoothly, and it
actually converges a bit faster than in the noise free case. The

I%g.5. General Motion with Noise, Deterministic Switching

ran the previous test with a threshold value for n, of 0.95; results
are shown in Figure 6. The trajectory appears much more like
the noise free case, with initial homography motions, followed
by the affine method, predominantly. The system does take noticeably longer to converge, due to noise effects and possibly
remaining necessary rotations about x and y.
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Fig. 4. Affinc Motion with Noise, Deterministic Switching

results illustrated in Figure 5 are for the same general motion
as the results of Figure 3. but we again perturbed the locations
of the image feature points with additive Gaussian white noise
with a variance of 0.5 pixels. The system remains to the homographic method for almost all of the motion, briefly switching to the affine method at several points when the noise causes
the n, term to exceed the threshold. The system still zeros the

Fig. 6. General Motion with Noise, Deterministic Switching with Lower Switch
Threshold

B. Random Switching
Figure 7 shows results for motion involving camera translation along x-, y- and z-axes, and rotation about the optical axis.
One of the two controllers is selected at random at each iteration.
Again, the top left image shows feature point trajectories, with
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black lines indicating use of the affine-approximationcontroller
and cyan portions indicating the homography-based controller.
The remaining plots show the feature point error, translation in
centimeters, and rotations in degrees. The feature point error
is zero after a little more then fifty iterations. Again, black and
cyan lines indicate a switch to the homographic and affine methods respectively. Figure 8 shows test results for a general mo-
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Fig. 8. General Motion, Random Switching
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Fig. 7. Pure Affine Motion, Random Switching

tion involving all degrees of freedom. The trajectory and motion
vectors are generally rather rough, though the feature point errors are rather smooth and converge at about the same rate as the
switching method. This disjointed appearance is due to the fact
that the homographic system induces rotational motions which
the affine motion cannot. Notice that as the x and y rotation
velocities approach zero, the trajectory becomes fairly smooth
as both systems generate similar trajectories for the remaining
translations and optical axis rotation. It is worth noting that this
system avoids the large feature point motions of the deterministic switching system, which almost loses the feature points from
the image plane. Figure 9 shows results for a pure affine motion
with random switching between methods, while under degradation of Gaussian white noise with variance of 0.5. The system
performs quite similarly to the noise free case. This is expected
since, unlike the deterministic switch system of V.l the noise
cannot introduce a random element to the switching. The system does take slightly longer to converge in this test. The final
test in this series is the general motion along with added Gaussian noise; results are shown in Figure 10. The velocities again
look similar to the noise free case with with large jumps in motion accompanying the switches in systems. The system again
takes slightly longer to converge to zero error, and the plot of errors looks noticeably rougher as the noise degrades the ability to
compute the correct transformations. The error is successfully
reduced below one pixel.

Fig. 9. Pure Affine Motion with Noise, Random Switching

C. Biased Random Switching
With this switching rule, at each iteration the decision maker
chooses the affine method with probability p = (n,)5. This
function keeps the probability of selecting the affine method
high when nz is approximately one, but quickly becomes more
likely to select the homography-based method even for slight
rotations about the x- and y-axes.
Figure 11 shows the results of the test during pure affine motion. Like the deterministic switching system, the biased random switching approach uses the affine method for almost the
entire range of motion. It zeroes the error in approximately fifty
iterations. The performance of this switching rule for a general motion is shown in Figure 12. It again has a similar appearance to the deterministic switching system, remaining in
the homography-based method for the first portion, while performing x and y rotations. At this point the probabilistic effects
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Fig. 10. General Motion with Noise,Random Switching

Fig. 12. General Motion, Biased Random Switching

ua500

Fig. 13. Pure Mine Motion with Noise, Biased Random Switching

Fig. 1 1 . Pure Affine Motion, Biased Random Switching

begin to surface as the controller oscillates between methods,
with a slight preference for the affine method. The error is zeroed in just under 60 iterations, and the error plots look quite
smooth. In contrast, the velocities are quite rough; each switch
is accompanied by a harsh switch in velocities. However, the
overall trajectory is fairy smooth. Figure 13 shows the effects
of perturbing the feature point locations with noise. The system
uses the affine method for almost the entire motion. Indeed it
switches into the homography-based method fewer times than
the deterministic switching system during the same test. The
error is zeroed in about 45 iterations. Finally, Figure 14 shows
system performance during a general motion with feature point
locations perturbed by noise. The system switches often, but
the error is quickly zeroed in under 60 iterations. The velocities
are extremely ragged, particularly following a switch between
methods.

VI. FUTURE
RESEARCH

This paper represents an initial step upon a future path in visual servoing. We have demonstrated the potential of a hybrid,
switched control system, but much work remains.
We have not yet addressed in any mathematically rigorous
way the stability of our switched controller. Stability imposes
requirements on both the switching rules and on the low-level
controllers. It is known that a bad choice of switching rule can
lead to an unstable system even if all of the controllers are stable.
Likewise, a good choice of switching rule can sometimes stabilize a set of unstable controllers. In the future, we will evaluate
system stability from both theoretical and an empirical perspectives. For the former, we will exploit techniques from the hybrid
dynamical systems literature together with existing results concerning the stability of certain existing visual servo controllers.
We have recently begun experimental verification of our sys-
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VII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 14. General Motion with Noise, Biased Random Switching

We have presented a novel hybrid visual servo system comprised of two individual systems and a decision maker to switch
between them. Both systems forego the use of an image Jacobian and solve the transform relating initial and goal images to
provide a camera trajectory. To test the feasibility of this hybrid
system, we developed three potential switching rules based on
input data, random choice, and a probabilistic blending of the
two. Performance of each switching system was tested under a
variety of control tasks and in the input of noise. For each test
the system successfully zeroed the feature point error. These
results are persuading, but only represent the beginning of exploration. Future goals include confirmation of stability, and
generation of additional hybrid systems.
Additionally, we eschewed the use of the image Jacobian in
our control systems, creating two systems that generate Cartesian camera trajectories based on data from two images. While
the image Jacobian has proven invaluable, expanding and diversifying the pool of existing visual servo methods should not be
neglected. Our goal is to proffer these additional avenues of
study that hold a great deal of potential visual servo control.

tem. Using a PUMA 560 robot and Sony VFW-L500 digital
camera. Results are still very preliminary, but promising. Figure 15 shows the pixel error and 6-tuple velocity vector for a
large general motion. Both a random switching and determistic
switching method are presented. Note that while the random
switching takes longer to converge, the max error is much less.
Indeed the deterministic method almost loses the feature points.
Future, in depth, exploration will shine light on the capabilities
of this system and switching systems in general.
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